Alien Training Camp on Planet X: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
In a dream-vision of the 19th of January, 2011, I was taken to a distant planet. Not a
planet within the earth's solar system but one very distant. Perhaps near Orion. However,
the species looked human – no alien types were present so it was likely a planet of a human
species and not reptilians or others. The planet was highly developed where it had become a
massive city over the whole planet full of gardens and buildings. I was met there first by a
young blond girl in a play ground. She seemed to have special psychic abilities. We started
chatting then an elderly man arrived and asked us to follow him.
Dino-insects
A discussion ensued about creation as we walked and it was mentioned that the
dinosaurs were once dino-insects with a thorax pivoting abdomen before they were 'sexed'
(made male and female). I then suddenly saw such an animal (being drawn into the ancient
past for a moment) that seemed to be a cross of a three-horn in front with an ant-like
abdomen body to the rear. The care taker was dressed in robes wearing a strange three
tiered hat.
I then found myself in a large room with many other people. I would estimate about 30
people in the room that was more the size of a gym. It was indicated that we were all there as
both students and teachers. The concern was the saving of a planet from hostile forces that
were to arrive there soon and enslave or destroy the people of the planet. The planet may
have been earth that we were to save but this was not made clear at the time.
Amazing Whiteboards
The 'whiteboards' used for discussion were amazing. You just had to think a series of
thoughts and wave your hand over the board and your thoughts appeared on the boards in
graphical form. I did this twice as an experiment. The first time, I was thinking math and what
appeared is cartoon characters and simple diagrams in blocks as various math formulas that
my conscience mind had never seen before. There were perhaps 50 such figures. I then
understood these came from my subconscious. Most of the figures were combinations of
various geometric shapes with line drawings and cartoon characters showing the movement
of energy forces within and around them. They each seemed to indicate some specific kind
of force of energy – most of which were not known to earth's limited science.
Energy Symbols
The first figure I looked at (to the right) was a
triangle that had another triangle sub-imposed beneath
just below the other but had no base to the triangle –
seemed infinite. In the above triangle, the cap of the
triangle was a different color. This diagram seemed to
indicate some kind of corresponding forces – one seen
and another not seen just out of phase with the first with
infinite energy potential (no base) in the second. The
cap seemed to be the point of control for this energy.
I then thought music, waved my hand across the
board and then musical notes and pictures appeared

across the boards in two to four note blocks (motives) with corresponding pictures. It almost
seemed these were musical identifiers of actual physical items that exist as matter. It seemed
that specific music motives were the keepers of matter and if you knew the right music, you
knew how matter was created and could be uncreated. There were perhaps 50 of these that
appeared on the board.
I was then drawn back into the general discussion by the elderly gentleman who
reminded me of Obe Wan Kanobe in Star Wars.
Our Mission
The issue under discussion was the manner of warfare we as 'gifted' could bring to the
mission. We first discussed the separation of body, soul and spirit. The discussion which I
led part of the time was the discussion of the pros and cons of battling with the literal
transportation of the physical, verses the transportation of soul verses the transportation of
spirit into battle. Then there was a forth option which the old gentleman shared which was
like telephoning an apparition of one's self great distances but because no part of the person
was actually there, there was the greatest safety to that person. He used the whiteboard in
this and a 40's vintage telephone hand set appeared on the board with coiled wire to the far
right and then figures I did not understand to the left.
Method of Engagement
This was the chosen method to be used in battle as all the others left one to the
possibility of capture. It was understand that all of the methods were just as powerful as the
other in that they all employed a mind-faith action that was the weapon to stop the invasion of
the distant planet. All one needed to be effective in this mind-faith action was the
understanding (first hand Intel) to know who (what entity) they were to directly deal with and
what to do with them. This favored approach was like the projection of a 3-D hologram of
oneself to a location of battle but it was just a light image that had no substance of the real
person yet still had the full intelligence capability of the person as if they were really there.
This image could not be captured and could not be destroyed. There was no machinery that
projected this image but only the mind of the person that caused it to appear.
It was not made clear in the dream-vision if the person had to be in a 'sleep' state for
this to be possible but my experience with the subconscious being enabled on a completely
different thought track from the conscience mind in the energy and music diagrams above
seemed to indicate that we could be in battle without even knowing it at the subconscious
level while the conscious mind is doing normal mundane daily activities. We could than later
recall the event so our conscience as the new mind is educated.
In Reflection
In reflection, this suggests that we have two very separate intelligence's with us. One
that is very experienced (subconscious) and another that is just learning (conscious) as we go
through this life. It may be that as physical death occurs, the new learning merges with the
old and they become one. If rebirth occurs, then there is a new slate or mind given that is the
conscience mind which is then not overly burdened by the biases of past learning. This
enables us as humans (if this is what we be) to start afresh fully enabled to choose a new
path and destiny for ourselves that becomes the daily choice of good overcoming evil.
From biblical texts, the spirit-soul is only held for judgment with no rebirth if it has
chosen to do evil consistently and has thus separated itself completely from the preserving
'life' of creator. This state is called the unpardonable sin for which there is no way of escape.
It may be these lost or fully dark souls will be released in the near future for a final battle

called Armageddon so their judgment becomes eternal. In biblical texts, there is ample
indication that certain major biblical figures such as Jesus (Melchizedek - Shem), John the
Baptist (Elijah) were rebirthed having lived on earth before. This may not be aligned with the
current popular doctrines of reincarnation as there are other 'alien' soul entities that hi-jack
human souls and then claim be their past lives.
In the course of learning from the old soul buried in the subconscious, this should only
occur after the new conscience mind has made choices for good consistently to be able to
handle the knowledge of the past or old soul. Many may/have become 'morally' destroyed by
such knowledge as knowledge brings power and is then welded by the conscious mind to be
used as a healer in the hands of the good and as a force of destruction in enslaving others in
the hands of evil.
This dream indicates to me it is time that I draw knowledge from the old-soul and
minimally learn about 'music as the keeper of matter' and the 'mathematical dynamics of all
energy'. It is all in there in my subconscious I now may assume – I just needs to be drawn out
it would appear.

